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Introduction
• Little is known regarding the exact function of
the claustrum and it remains to be an
extremely difficult brain region to study
• This is due to its irregular shape well as being
concealed on the inner surface of the
neocortex.
• Additionally, two other important brain regions,
known as the putamen and insula, also
surround the claustrum.
• Analysis of a pre-existing fMRI data set found
that at the onset of pain, the left claustrum of
healthy controls had transient activation while
subjects suffering from chronic pain saw
bilateral activation of the claustrum1.
• It has been hypothesized that claustrum
dysfunction underlies altered cognitive
network recruitment in individuals with chronic
2
pain .

Methods
• 50 healthy controls where recruited to participate in this
study.
• While patients were being informed on the study procedure,
they where exposed to varying levels of heat in order to
determine their pain sensitivity.
• After noting each participants pain sensitivity, the heat
conditions where calibrated to ensure minimal pain.
• Subjects were then placed inside the fMRI machine, where
an audio cue would sound prior to the onset of each heat
stimulus via thermode.
• These heat conditions where classified as Warm, Slight,
Moderate, and Intense.
• Each heat condition and its duration occurred in a pseudorandom order for 10 trials per run for five total runs.
• After each stimulus, subjects rated the pain they felt on a 0
to 100 scale.
• Data for 14 subjects where omitted from our analysis due to
either technical difficulties or comorbidities found during the
scan which may have influenced our results.

Preliminary Results
• Based on preliminary findings it would appear
that although the claustrum is responding to
the heat stimuli, it is also activating in
response to the audio cue.
• Furthermore, it appears that there is bilateral
claustrum activation rather than unilateral in
response to the heat stimulus.
• Additionally, claustrum activation to the
varying heat conditions appears to be
prolonged rather than transient.

Figure 3. Left Claustrum all Conditions

Next Steps

Figure 1. Left and Right
Claustrum

• Perform a PPI-SRCC analysis in order to control
for claustrum signaling and remove influence
from putamen and insula.
• Conduct a regression analysis to determine the
relationship between our dependent variable
(BOLD fMRI signal) and our independent
variables (audio cue and heat stimuli).

Figure 2. Insula and Putamen
Surrounding the Claustrum
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